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WORD SCRAMBLE
Can you unscramble the key NASCAR terms below? 

The first letter of each word is Underlined

1. EACR NERNWI:

2. MOSNoA WYCRAEA:

3. ENGRE GAFL:

4. IPT POTS:

5. RCWE HICFE:

6. KDECECHER GAFL:

7. FNACAIOLR:

8. LKEY SOLANR:

9. DRAO USCROE:

10. RCIVTYO LENA:



FLAG MATCH
Flags give officials ability to communicate with 
the NASCAR drivers during a race. Can you match 

the color of the flag to it’s description?

GREEN yellow red white checkered

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

This flag comes out to signal a caution. Tells drivers 
to slow down and that no passing is allowed. 

This flag is waved when the winner of the race has 
crossed the finish line, also means that the race has 
concluded.

This flag is waved at the start of the race and during 
restarts after a caution.

This flag Tells drivers that the leading driver is on 
their final lap of the race.

When this flag is waved, the race must be stopped 
immediately. This is typically due to safety reasons.



NASCAR TRIVIA
Test your NASCAR Knowledge! Can you solve 

these questions?

1. What is the official fuel of nascar?
A. pennzoil
B. sunoco
C. mobil
D. shell

2. Which of the following is NOT a make of a car in the NASCAR cup series?
A. Chevrolet
B. Toyota
C. Kia
D. Ford

3. Which of the following are the three D’s of speed?
A. Drag, donuts, downforce
B. Downforce, drafting, driver
C. drag. downforce, drafting
D. Donuts, driver, downforce

4. What year was the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR) 
founded?
A. 1948
B. 1964
C. 1952
D. 1950

5. What term refers to the science of how air flows over, under and around an 
object?
A. Drag
B. Aerodynamics
C. Chemistry
D. Physics

6. Why do cars line up behind each other to take advantage of the change in air 
pressure?
A. Drafting
B. Dragging
C. Donuts
D. downforce



NASCAR 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Use the clues to fill in the words above. Words 
can go down or across. Letters are shared 

with words when the words intersect.

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

ACROSS
3. Who has won the most NASCAR races?
4. The main leader of the pit crew that is in 
constant communication with the driver?
5. Pit crews change these, typically 2 or 4 at a 
time?
6. The driver who begins the race in first place 
won the                 ?
7. Which road course is located in Northern 
California on the NASCAR circuit?
8. What are the three times throughout a 
race when a driver can earn points?

DOWN
1. What turn number is the 
iconic hairpin turn at Sonoma 
Raceway?
2. What flag indicated the 
start of the race?
4. What flag indicated the 
final lap of the race?



RACE DAY CHALLENGE
Can you solve the following math problems for a 
NASCAR team?

1. Ryan’s team brought 60 new tires to the race 
track. During practice they used 10 tires and during 
qualifying they used 8 more tires. How many new 
tires do they have left at the start of the race?
                                                                     Answer:                  

2. At the kids club there are 4 kids in line to sit in the 
show car, 6 kids in line to make a lego racer, and 8 
kids in line to take their picture with a special 
guest. How many total kids are in line?
                                                                      Answer:                  

3. Lucy came to today’s race with her mom, dad and 
brother. She wants to figure out how many miles 
the race is going to be. One lap around the track is 
1.99 miles in length and there are 110 laps in today’s 
race. How many miles total will the race be?
                                                                      Answer:                  

4. Joey is racing his car in a 300 lap race, every time he 
makes a pit stop, 16 gallons of race fuel is put into 
his race car. If he makes 4 pit stops during the race, 
how many total gallons of race fuel does his team 
put into his race car? 
                                                                      Answer:                  



WORD SEARCH
Find all the words listed below in the scrambled 

letters. Words can be diagonal, horizontal, or 
vertical. 

Aerodynamics
banking
chassis
downforce

drafting
drag
groove
hauler

horsepower
Lead Lap
Loose
Lug Nuts

NASCAR Kids
Pit Road
Pit Stall
Pole Position

Restart
Restricter plate
Spoiler



DESIGN YOUR DRIVER
Color the firesuit and helmet 
to create your drivers look.


